
EUREKA!
There’s  been  a  lot  of  buzz  around  here  about  a  few  new
restaurants that are to be opening soon in our county.  One is
a replacement for a restaurant that closed due to the tough
economic times.  The old place had good food, but their prices
were kind of high for the area, and their service was always
very  slow – perhaps two reasons that led to their demise?  I
don’t know much about their replacement, except that it’s to
be  called  ‘Union  Street  Grille’  and  will  open  in  May
sometime.  Hmm, grille.  Does that mean burgers and the like?

Next we will have a Sonic drive-in.  For those of you who
aren’t familiar, Sonic is a fast food place, with burgers,
french fries, chicken sandwiches and the like, but they also
have outdoor booths where you can sit in your car and eat
after your food is delivered to you.  I try not to eat too
much fast food, but I do enjoy Sonic from time to time, and
they  have  excellent  slushies,  ocean  water,  and  especially
flavored iced tea – YUM!  And Sonic has a Happy Hour from 2-4
when their drinks are half-price, so I’ll be there…

The other new restaurant in the area is a place called ‘4
Seasons’ and it’s about 20 minutes away.  They have (among
other things) Greek food – my favorite!  Not a full spread,
but enough to make me happy!  Their gyros are great (awesome
tzatziki sauce), and they even have homemade hollandaise sauce
for eggs benedict.  I think I’ve already rambled on in a few
blog posts how important it is for good eggs benedict to have
homemade hollandaise.  My husband and I have searched many
states for good hollandaise sauce, and many places will say
their sauce is homemade even if it isn’t.  I guess to a lot of
people, “homemade” means that they’ve mixed the powder into
the water.  But not to us – you can really taste the (ew)
difference if there is powder involved.  The other night, we
ate at 4 Seasons, and I made a comment – now we just have to
ask them when they’re getting Saganaki (one of my favorite
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Greek dishes – it involves goat or sheep cheese, whiskey,
fire, and yelling OPA!  Good stuff).  So my husband asked the
waitress about it, and that’s when we found out that they HAVE
it!  Of course – we find out when we’re way too full to even
consider trying it, and on the eve of one of the busiest
weekends we’ve had in a long time.  We will be up there to try
it soon – no doubt!  Before that lovely piece of news, we
thought  the  nearest  Saganaki  was  Toledo  or  South  Bend,
Indiana!

Anyway, 3 new restaurants opening up within miles of my house
is a big deal for us – especially for one to have THREE of our
favorite dishes!  We eat out a lot, partly because the prices
are reasonable in our area, partly because we’re very busy
people and I’m not home a lot to cook, and partly because it’s
really difficult to cook with 8 extra little feet in the
kitchen to trip over!  Maybe some day I’ll have the time and
the  patience  to  cook  more  often,  but  until  then,  new
restaurants opening in our area to give us more variety is a
cause for celebration!  EUREKA!

The Crabby Magician
Saturday was one of the funnest days I’ve had in a long time. 
I’ve been having major zoo-fever lately, and my husband knew
this and renewed our Toledo Zoo membership online before I
even woke up Saturday morning.  When I finally arose, he said,
how about going to the zoo today?  So we packed up all the
kids, and took advantage of the almost 50° weather and headed
to the zoo.  We first ate lunch at our new favorite eating
establishment in the Toledo area; a place called Nick’s Cafe
on Reynolds Road in Maumee.  They have excellent gyros and
scrumptious  Greek  salads,  just  to  name  a  couple  of  their
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delicious  dishes…   pretty  much  everything  is  made  from
scratch.  Potatoes are sliced up for french fries right there
in the kitchen, gyros are off the spit, the burger meat is
hand-rolled… you get the idea.  Awesome food and great service
too.  Highly recommended from this hard-to-please food critic!

On Saturday, everyone at Nick’s was staring at us because of
our four five adorable kids – we let our oldest invite her
friend along who had slept over the night before.  It made for
a mini-van filled to capacity, but I’m so glad we invited her
because she is a great kid, a big help (especially with our
little ones because in her family, she is smack dab in the
middle of 5 in birth order and knows how to help in cases of
sibling rivalry!), and she had never been to a zoo before!  If
I had known that, we would have taken her sooner…  Every kid
needs to get to a zoo! This little girl is 9-years-old and for
me, a highlight of my trip on Saturday was getting to witness
her experience the zoo for the first time: the cuteness of a
real-life cheetah, the immensity of a white rhinoceros, the
playfulness of the baby orangutans…  I’m currently reading
Jack Hanna’s new book, My Wild Life right now and it details
many of the trials and tribulations the Director Emeritus of
the Columbus Zoo has gone through to get where he is today. 
In one chapter, he addresses his many critics (people who
protest live animals being held captive in zoos, as well as
protesting Jack’s taking animals on television show appearance
tours), and Jack says something in defense of these practices
which I completely agree with: Captive animals are ambassadors
of their cousins in the wild.  We NEED to have zoos and reach
out to the public with animal tv appearances; it’s the only
way to get people to care enough to help with conservation.

So anyway on Saturday, after lunch, we made our way to the
zoo.  When we first got in, we discovered there was going to
be a magic show in the Museum of Science (one of those old
Works Progress Administration buildings from the post-Great
Depression era; I love their architecture!).  We settled in



with the kids looking forward to a fun show.  My husband is
into magic, and we staged a magic show for our local theater
company a few years ago, so I know a little bit about how some
tricks are performed – enough to know that this guy hired by
the Toledo Zoo last Saturday was simply awful.  First, he
began the show with a crabby demeanor.  He didn’t have much
charisma or charm; he wasn’t very good with the kids, and his
tricks stank – everything he performed could be bought in a
magic store for under $100 – for the whole lot!  And during
the  show,  he  would  literally  sum  up  his  tricks  with  one
sentence  –  “and  that’s  the  magic  coloring  book.”   Also,
according to my husband, he continuously broke one of the
cardinal rules of magic – telling his audience what to expect
ahead of time.  For example, he had a ball trick where he told
the audience, “Wouldn’t it be amazing if the red ball were no
longer on the top?”  And then magically, it wasn’t…  Amazing
trick, maybe; amazing magician, I think not…  On top of all
that, he messed up some tricks (which happens, I guess…  a
little hard to forgive when it involves tricks this simple,
but…), and announced the fact that he did indeed mess them
up!  Oh well, this “magic” show was free with zoo admission. 
I was a little anxious after the first 7 or 8 minutes; wanting
to make sure we had enough time to see actual animals, but the
kids seemed to like the show, so we did not leave the magic
show before its finale.  I will mention that we literally
broke into a run when the guy announced that he was doing a
puppet show next…  Our 4-year-old was asking to see it, but I
cannot imagine what that guy (his name is Chris Clark and you
can  click  on  his  name  to  visit  his  website  if  you’re
interested in renting a magician entertainer popcorn machine)
would do with puppets, so we told her we missed the puppet
show…  Besides, we were at the zoo to see animals, and we were
running out of time!  Here is a picture of the crabby magician
(sorry Derek for the large pics – I don’t really have time to
be trying to figure out how to change code):
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But not a terrible experience, because look at the amazement
on the face of our 4-year-old when she witnessed the “magic”:



Luckily, we did get out of the magic show in time to see lots
of animals at the zoo.  The elephants were moved from their
outdoor exhibit to indoors, and in the process, they crossed
the path right in front of us zoo visitors:



Then, the silverback (dominating male and largest) gorilla was
sitting right up against the glass of his exhibit, and at the
Toledo Zoo, the visitors are allowed to get right up close and
personal with the great apes.  Unfortunately, I had run out of
available space on my camera after taking so many pictures of
the  worst  magician  in  the  world  –  I  was  worried  people
wouldn’t believe me about how awful he was,so I made sure to
snap lots of pics!  But anyway, the silverback gorilla was
right there, and as we did with the chimp just minutes before,
we held up everything we had in our arsenal (double-stroller)
that we thought might interest him, but all to no avail. 
Maybe he likes shiny things, we thought, so we held up our car
keys.  Maybe he will recognize babies, we decided, so we held
up our 7 month old son…  and no reaction (held up the baby
with caution since witnessing a gorilla CHARGE a little boy
and  pound  the  glass  really  hard  in  his  exhibit  in  Omaha
Nebraska years ago)…  This gorilla stayed cool as a cucumber



and didn’t react to any of it.

My  one  complaint  about  this  zoo  visit  (besides  the  magic
show!) is:  where the heck is the octopus?  He is usually one
of our favorite animals to see at the zoo, and this time he
was  missing  –  something  else  was  in  his  tank.   That’s
disappointing,  the  octopus  was  always  fascinating  for  our
family and fun to watch.  I hope nothing bad happened to him…

Dinner at Steak N Shake after the zoo was also a fun treat –
yes, even Steak N Shake is a treat when you live in a rural
utopia like we do since the closest decent sit-down chain
restaurant is an hour away.  A fun treat (had to be something
casual after a big day with 5 kids who had had a sleepover the
night before), and Disney, our 2-year-old, went poopie on the
potty for the first time EVER at Steak N Shake!  That reminds
me, we used to live in the same town – Normal, IL (which is
actually anything but normal) as the very first Steak N Shake
restaurant – it is (or at least was 10 years ago when we lived
there) still in its original building – too bad I wasn’t into
history as much then as I am now…  Oh well, anyway, extremely
fun time at the zoo.  And as I always ask the kids, what was
your  favorite  animal  that  you  saw  today?   Mine  was  the
silverback gorilla.  He was magnificent.  For awhile, the
gorillas were my favorite animal to see at the zoo.  Then we
visited frequently last summer and got to know the family of
orangutans,  especially  dad  Boomer  (an  extraordinary  orang
because  he  actually  plays  with  and  helps  care  for  his
offspring – orangs in the wild and even in captivity are very
easily annoyed with youngsters).  Boomer and the fam are doing
great and only fell short of being my favorite animal at the
zoo  this  weekend  because  of  the  close  proximity  of  the
humongous  silverback  gorilla…   Maybe  my  preferences  will
reverse next spring when I visit and the orangs are back
outside  and  pushing  their  button  which  sprays  water  upon
unsuspecting zoo guests…  Looking forward to that!



This  Town’s  Got  Talent  AND
Faith
I already wrote about our 3D movie-going experience in my
previous post, so I will skip that part of the weekend here,
but  I  neglected  to  mention  the  cool  restaurant  we  found
because I didn’t want to enlarge an already lengthy post…

Friday night after seeing My Bloody Valentine 3D in Maumee
Ohio, a suburb of Toledo, we noticed a restaurant across the
street called Nick’s Cafe who advertises breakfast all day. 
My husband and I are both Eggs Benedict connoisseurs – we
really appreciate a great-tasting serving of Eggs Benedict,
which is a breakfast dish consisting of English Muffin halves
topped  with  Canadian  bacon,  poached  eggs,  and  a  layer  of
Hollandaise sauce.  In our pre-parenthood days, we explored
the country and sampled various versions of the dish along the
way to our traveler’s goals; whether they were destinations of
business or pleasure.  A requirement of great Eggs Benedict is
homemade Hollandaise sauce, and by ‘homemade’, we (unlike many
of  the  restaurants  we  tried)  don’t  mean  mixed  up  in  the
kitchen from a package.  You need a double boiler to make it,
and good Hollandaise sauce has nothing to do with a powder or
a package.  In all of our travels, we never found anything
that even compares to the Hollandaise sauce at Uptown Cafe in
downtown Arlington Heights, Illinois.  We’ve visited numerous
restaurants in our quest, and we’ve called some of them ahead
of time, but even if you ask if their Hollandaise sauce is
homemade, many will say yes, even if we don’t agree on the
definition of homemade.  Such was the case Friday night at
Nick’s Cafe in Maumee, Ohio.  They said their hollandaise
sauce was homemade on the phone, but oddly, when we arrived,
they wouldn’t let us taste a sample.  That was a first!  Of
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the  dozens  of  restaurants  we’ve  visited  in  search  of  the
perfect Eggs Benedict, no restaurant had ever denied us a
sample!  On Friday night, my husband bravely ordered the Eggs
Benedict at Nick’s Cafe without trying the Hollandaise sauce
ahead  of  time,  and  disappointingly,  it  was  of  the  non-
homemade, out-of-the-package variety.  He did say that the
Canadian  bacon  on  the  Eggs  Benedict  was  great,  but  it
unfortunately  cannot  rescue  the  dish  if  it  uses  packaged
Hollandaise.  So negative Eggs Benedict experience aside, the
reason  I  would  highly  recommend  this  place  is  for  their
Mediterranean cuisine.  And regular readers of my blog (and of
those email forward all-about-you quizzes) know that this is
my favorite type of food, therefore I am a huge critic.  But
Nick’s Place in Maumee has excellent gyros, Tzatziki sauce,
and Greek salads.  Gyros are only good when they’re off the
spit and even then, it’s easy for them to taste too salty. 
Not the case at Nick’s Place; if you like Mediterranean food,
I highly recommend their gyros and Greek salads – incredible.

But I must move on to Saturday afternoon, when we took our
kids to see the movie, Hotel for Dogs.  I’ve been waiting for
this movie for months, which is probably why we didn’t want to
cancel our planned outing there on Saturday even though Kid #1
went off her rocker.  Seriously, the kid went berserk and I
was really tempted to give her “the talk”, especially after I
noticed a pimple on her cheek… (well, one of ‘the talks’
anyway – the one about womanly bodily changes – she’s 9 years
old and I would rather we talk about puberty stuff before it
happens to her).  But anyway, she’d probably be mortified if
she knew I was posting this on the internet (what are mothers
for?), so I better get off this tangent…  After the episode
Saturday morning, our oldest really didn’t deserve to go to
the movie, but it’s difficult in a large family to not ‘let
the bad apple spoil the bunch’.  Our younger girls had been
very good all morning, so why keep them (or me!) from going to
the movie?  Our oldest was punished for the tantrum by having
to go without a Kid’s Pack (popcorn, pop, and candy) at the
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movies,  and  to  her  credit,  she  was  mature  about  the
consequences of her actions.  However, soon after our arrival
at the movie theater, the tide changed and our 2-year-old
became the problem.  I don’t know why we keep trying to take a
2-year-old  to  the  movie  theater,  but  every  time,  it’s
regrettable.  Actually, it’s been this way since even months
before she turned two…  I guess we keep hoping that one of
these times, she’ll actually settle down enough to enjoy an
entire movie without driving anyone crazy.  So anyway, I’m
trying to keep our 6-month-old busy and quiet while attempting
to watch Hotel For Dogs and not disturb our neighbors, and my
husband is busy with our handful of a 4-year-old, so next
thing we know, our two-year-old is drinking my Mountain Dew. 
Of course she loves it, but even before the Mountain Dew she’s
had a sugar-infused Kid’s Pack, and now she’s practically
bouncing off the walls.  She smiles and announces in a loud
voice, “I take clothes off!“, so now I’m trying to put my son
back in his car seat so I can stop his sister from stripping
off her clothes right there in the movie theater…  Too late. 
She is down to her diaper by the time I get both hands free,
so my husband covers her with a coat.  For some reason, she’s
willing to wear nothing but a coat and a diaper in the movie
theater, and somehow we make it through the rest of the movie
without having to leave.  So as for Hotel For Dogs, I liked it
(I think – I actually didn’t see much of it)…  it’s a cute,
predictable fun movie, and if you’re a dog lover, there’s
plenty of canine eye candy.

Following the movie, I went to a local talent show based upon
the  popular  “American  Idol”  TV  show.   Some  great  friends
graciously stayed with the kids, and my husband also stayed
home to catch up on the work he missed last week during the 2-
hour-school delay and the school closing we have on Friday and
Monday.  He works from home, and it’s all I can do to keep the
two little ones out of his hair every day – add the older two
to the mix and all Hell breaks loose – any chance of getting
anything productive done flies out the window.  So, a strange



occurrence at the talent show – me, myself, and I for a
change.  I did attend with friends, but it’s not like I would
bother Carol next to me with my philosophies on music or the
tone  of  one’s  voice;  that  would  be  something  to  make  my
husband endure.  And it was bizarre to simply sit back and
listen and watch the show…  For those hours, I had absolutely
not one thing else to do besides enjoy the show…  such a
change of pace for me and much appreciated.  Not that I would
want to experience that all the time, but it was very nice for
one night…

Adding to the relaxation for me was the spiritual tone of the
evening.  I had known the event would be sponsered by a local
church, but I didn’t realize that we, the audience,  would be
praying to both open and to close the show; as well as the
fact that the majority of the acts were religion-themed.  As I
said, for me, it was refreshing and relaxing, but I think they
should properly advertise such a theme if they do this again
next year.  Less open-minded people may have been displeased. 
My dear friend and the entire reason I was a part of this
concert experience in the first place, performed wonderfully
and I was pleasantly surprised to be able to pick out her
voice from the rest of the delightful group with whom she
performed.  Despite my best efforts to vote for them, however,
they didn’t win the competition, and the top prizes went to a
drama group from the church who sponsered the event (!), a
very talented violinist, and a well-known local talent who is
only a Junior in high school but who has already been a
vocalist with the Toledo Opera going on her 3rd year.  Besides
seeing and hearing my friend perform, my favorite part of the
evening was when a boy who was part of the drama group that
won burst into tears.  Their skit was acted out to music, and
it portrayed a young girl being bullyed by ‘temptations’ but
ultimately triumphing over sins and choosing Jesus.  The group
got a standing ovation after they performed and because they
were from the church that sponsored the event, it was no
surprise when they won first prize in the competition, but the



kid asked the crowd, “I just want to know that everyone was
moved – was everyone moved?”  There was applause and verbal
affirmations, and the next thing I knew, the kid had burst
into tears and it slightly reminded me of  the movie Leap of
Faith…  But it was sweet and real, and I was glad to be a part
of  it.   Even  though  the  talent  show  did  a  poor  job  of
advertising the theme of the show; thereby the religion kind
of snuck up on its patrons, it was a welcome and calming
change of pace – at least for this member of the audience. 
And even though I wasn’t aware that I needed it, the evening
restored my faith while proving to me yet again what a great
place it is in Northwest Ohio to raise kids – we have so much
talent and so many opportunites here for our youth!

Fun in South Bend Indiana
Of all the places to find fun, who would have thought that
middle of nowhere, IN would be such a sight?  Every summer, we
meet my mom there about 4 times to swap the kids.  She’ll take
them for a week, twice a summer, so because South Bend just
happens to be about as close to halfway for each of us to
drive, that is where we meet.  We used to meet at a Wendy’s
just off the expressway, but our horizons have broadened, and
my husband and I have been venturing off the beaten path to
discover new things to see and do in the area.  We found a
good  restaurant  called  Eleni’s  with  amazing  gyros  and
saganaki,  two  of  our  favorite  dishes.   We  also  found  an
authentic  Greek  restaurant  called  Elia’s  right  down  the
street, but oddly enough, they are almost never open.  They
have  more  exotic  Greek  food  like  stuffed  grape
leaves, moussaka, and baklava, YUM!  Their food is excellent,
though we’ve only been able to eat there once because of their
strange hours and seemingly constant family vacations.  After
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eating and getting the kids back from my mom, we headed to the
Potawatomi Zoo.  The zoo is a really cool size, perfect for
our family of 3 small children and a now VERY pregnant woman. 
Not much walking to do at all, yet it has a good amount of
animals, native and exotic, all types and sizes from lions,
tigers, and bears, to monkeys, bison, alligators, parrots, and
red pandas.  I wil have to mention that the Potawatomi Zoo did
not seem very well-kept.  A gardener in that place could have
done wonders as there were many overgrown weeds, trees, and
shrubbery, some even blocking what could have been better
views of the animals!  One tree was so untrimmed it was
blocking a drinking fountain!  But as I said, it’s a very cute
little zoo, and they reciprocate with our home zoo, the Toledo
Zoo, so our admission price was free and they don’t charge for
parking.  I was surprised to see that the zoo wasn’t very
crowded seeing as how it was a Saturday in June under 90°… 
That zoo could really use a Jack Hanna to fix it up and get
the publicity rolling – I see a lot of potential for it, but
it does need some work.

After the zoo, we had kids begging for ‘one more fun thing’
(remember, they had been used to the fun of Grandma’s for just
short  of  a  week!),  my  husband  whips  out  Mr.  GPS,  and
apparently he has a phone book feature on him, so from your
car,  you  can  find  gas  stations,  restaurants,  and  most
importantly,  fun  places  and  attractions  to  visit!

So KUDOS belong to Mr. GPS this time!  Instead of getting us
lost and chuckling at us electronically, he led us right to
this strip mall that was like a step back in time, it was
really strange.  It looked like it was right out of 1983.  I
don’t know how to explain it – we should have taken pictures. 
It would have been a great place to film a movie set in the
early ’80’s, took me right back to my childhood.  Anyway, in
this strip mall was a place called Mega Play.  From the
outside, it looked closed down – they really need to get
themselves a big bright ‘open’ sign.  But once inside, it was
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a huge space where they had tons of video games, pinball
machines, indoor minigolf, bouncy castles and tunnels for the
kids, lots of ride-ons for toddlers, and right out of 1983 – a
ball pit!  The ball pit had a pyramid in the middle of it that
the kids climb up with ropes and once they got the hang of it,
they had a ball – cheesy pun intended.  That pyramid gave me a
flashback of playing on the same thing when I was little.  I
think  they  used  to  have  them  in  KMarts,  and  my  husband
agreed.  It was neat to see vintage video games and pinball
machines also.  The arcade ATARI games they had in one bouncy
castle  area  were  free  to  play  –  they  had  Kangaroo,  Pole
Position, Asteroids, and some shooting game I hadn’t heard
of.  I walked over to the pinball machine area because days
earlier, we visited this cool pinball shop in a suburb of
Toledo.  The guy started it as a hobby, but it grew into a
store, and he had all kinds of pinball machines, new and
mostly vintage.  He had titles on display like Demolition Man,
Star Wars, The Shadow, and Hercules (an older game – it was
HUGE!).   He  even  had  this  Looney  Tunes  racing  game  (not
pinball) that was really vintage and one-of-a-kind…  it was
cool to see.  I wonder if the pinball guy outside of Toledo is
familiar with Mega Play?  But anyway, back to Mega Play…  it
was a huge, wide-open strip mall space that had tons of games,
ride-ons, and bouncy castles packed into it – lots of fun
there, but still spacey so you didn’t feel closed it.  It was
the exact concept my husband and I had in mind for our own
business of the same type we started a few years ago.  We
ended up having to sell the business because it was too labor
intensive for the time and staff we had however.  Too bad Mega
Play is all the way in South Bend, or we could challenge our
putt-putt-ing friends to the mini-golf course �

After Mega Play, it was time to find something to eat, and
before we knew it, we were out of South Bend and into the
country.  The kids started getting crazier and crazier, and we
vowed to stop at the very next restaurant we found before
someone passed out or went insane – and some of us were close



to either condition!  So, we stopped at a restaurant called
Dakota’s in Elkhart IN, and I highly recommend it if you’re
ever out that way.  They had the best cornbread, and their
steak and cheese sandwich was simply AWESOME!  They also have
barbecue items, and they happened to have karaoke the night we
went…  it wasn’t too intrusive though.  They were in another
room and we didn’t even know it was karaoke at first until the
audience began applauding.  The DJ hosting the karaoke was
singing a few songs also, and he was pretty good, so he
actually sounded like a recording with a live quality.  I
don’t how often they have karaoke there, but their food is
great, prices reasonable, nice atmosphere, and the staff is
amazingly friendly.  Keep in mind I say this coming from a
super-friendly town myself, so we’re used to the usual chit-
chat when we go out to eat –  but people in Elkhart were
exceptionally friendly.

Overall, not a bad place to spend a day – fun and very
inexpensive to boot.  Too bad with gas prices the way they are
we can’t consider South Bend for a normal day trip for our
family – there is plenty to do!  Maybe we’ll wander around
some more the next time we meet Grandma there in July…

OPA!
Good news from our date night this week – we found a new
restaurant  in  a  neighboring  town  that  has  good  gyros!  
Finally, no more trekking to Toledo or further just for gyros
off the spit!  And for you Greek food fans, stay tuned because
we  are  currently  trying  to  convince  the  owner  to  offer
Saganaki, another one of our favorites in Greek cuisine!  He
said it’s a difficult thing to carry since many waitresses
won’t serve it because of the fire involved.  Yes, I said
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fire!  For those of you who are unfamiliar, Saganaki is a
greek dish made of sheep or goat cheese, and they bring it to
your table, splash brandy on it, yell OPA! and light it on
fire.  A large flame erupts, the entire restaurant turns to
stare at you, children cry, they extinguish it with lemon
juice, and then the other restaurant patrons begin asking
questions – what is that?  Is it safe?  What does it taste
like?  Can I have some?  One time we ordered it from a
restaurant and 3 more tables ordered it after seeing ours!  It
is DELICIOUS!  Just for fun, here is a video of a waiter
serving it, though he begrudgingly mumbles opa while he’s
really supposed to be yelling it while smiling.



  My 8-year-old daughter can eat a whole Saganaki appetizer
herself.  She is part Greek, of course, but the stuff is that
good.  It is my dream to get to Greece someday to try actual
Greek food – if I ever had the babysitter, time, and money, it
might just be enough (along with heavy sedatives or alcohol)
to get me back on a plane…

Now onto the movie, I’ve been wanting to see the movie Baby
Mama since I’m expecting and it looked like a cute comedy
based on pregnancy – dumb title though I have to say.  For
some reason, our local theater didn’t have it until now, so we
finally got to see it.  It actually wasn’t quite as funny as
it looked in the previews, but it did have a better plot and
better acting than I was expecting – it did not disappoint. 
Steve Martin was hilarious as a very hippy-ish owner of a
large company; I would consider his character the CEO of the
Walmart  of  organic  food.   My  favorite  gag  in  the  movie
happened  when  Amy  Poehler  and  Tina  Fey’s  characters  were
fighting in the car and Amy Poehler’s character couldn’t get
out of upper-class Tina Fey’s “space car”.  So Tina Fey’s
character  goes,  “Quit  touching  the  door  handle  while  I’m
trying to unlock it for you!”  That is hilarious, I can’t tell
you how many times that’s happened to us that the car door
won’t  unlock  while  an  impatient  person  is  touching  the
handle.  Whether you like comedies about pregnancy or just
feel like watching one, I would recommend Baby Mama.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0871426/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0871426/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000188/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0688132/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0275486/

